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Abstract
Wait-free concurrent data objects are widely used in multiprocessor systems
and real-time systems. Their popularity results from the fact that they avoid locking and that concurrent operations on such data objects are guaranteed to finish
in a bounded number of steps regardless of the other operations interference. The
data objects allow high access parallelism and guarantee correctness of the concurrent access with respect to its semantics. In such a highly-concurrent environment,
where many wait-free write-operations updating the object state can overlap a single read-operation, the age/freshness of the state returned by this read-operation is
a significant measure of the object quality, especially for real-time systems.
In this paper, we first propose a freshness measure for wait-free concurrent data
objects. Subsequently, we model the freshness problem as an online problem and
present two algorithms for it. The first one is a deterministic algorithm with asymp√
totically optimal competitive ratio α, where α is a function of the execution-time
upper-bound of wait-free operations. The second one is a competitive randomized
α
.
algorithm with competitive ratio 1+lnln2−
√2
α
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Introduction

Concurrent data objects play a significant role in multiprocessor systems, but also create challenges on consistency. In concurrent environments like multiprocessor systems,
consistency of a shared data object is guaranteed mostly by mutual exclusion, a form
of locking. However, mutual exclusion degrades the system’s overall performance due
to lock convoying, i.e. other concurrent operations cannot make any progress while
the access to the shared object is blocked. Mutual exclusion also contains risks of
deadlock and priority inversion. To address these problems, researchers have proposed
non-blocking algorithms for shared data objects. Non-blocking methods do not involve
mutual exclusion, and therefore do not suffer the problems that blocking can cause.
Non-blocking algorithms are either lock-free or wait-free. Lock-free [11] algorithms
guarantee that regardless of both the contention caused by concurrent operations and
the interleaving of their sub-operations, always at least one operation will progress.
However, there is a risk for starvation as progress of other operations could cause one
specific operation to never finish. Wait-free [10] algorithms are lock-free and moreover
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they avoid starvation. In a wait-free algorithm every operation is guaranteed to finish
in a limited number of steps, regardless of actions of other concurrent operations. Nonblocking algorithms have been shown to be of big practical importance [7, 8, 18], and
recently NOBLE, which is a non-blocking inter-process communication library, has
been introduced [23]. As a result, many aspects of concurrent data objects have been
researched deeply such as consistency conditions [1, 9, 20], concurrency hierarchy [6]
and fault-tolerance [17].
In this paper, we look at another aspect of concurrent data objects: the freshness
of the object states returned by read-operations. Freshness is a significant property
for shared data in general and has achieved great concerns in databases [3, 12, 19] as
well as in caching systems [13, 15, 16]. Briefly, freshness is a yardstick to evaluate
how fresh/new a value of a concurrent object returned by a read-operation is, when
the object is updated and read concurrently. For concurrent data objects, although
read-operations are allowed to return any value written by other concurrent operations,
they are preferred to return the freshest/latest one of these valid values, especially in
reactive/detective systems. For instance, monitoring sensors continuously concurrently
input data via a concurrent object and the processing unit periodically reads the data to
make the system react accordingly. In such systems, the freshness of data influences
how fast the system reacts to environment changes.
However, there are few results on the freshness problem in the literature. Simpson [21, 22] suggested a freshness specification for a single-writer-to-single-reader
asynchronous communication mechanism, which is different from atomic register suggested by Lamport [14]. Simpson’s communication model with a single writer and a
single reader is not suitable for fully concurrent shared objects that many readers and
many writers can concurrently access.
These issues motivate us to define and attack the freshness problem for wait-free
shared objects. We model the problem as an online problem and then present two algorithms for it. The first one is a deterministic algorithm, which is a natural adaptation
from an online search algorithm
called reservation price policy [5]. The algorithm
√
achieves a competitive ratio α, where α is a function of execution-time upper-bound
of wait-free
√ operations. Subsequently, we prove that the algorithm is optimal by proving that α is the best competitive ratio for deterministic algorithms. The second is
α
. The rana new competitive randomized algorithm with competitive ratio 1+lnln2−
√2
α

domized algorithm is nearly optimal since our results [4] from an elaboration on the
EXPO search algorithm [5] showed that O(ln α) is an asymptotically optimal competitive ratio for randomized freshness algorithms.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the freshness problem and
models it as an online problem. Section 3 presents the optimal deterministic algorithm.
Section 4 presents the randomized algorithm. The competitive ratio in this case is the
expected value against an oblivious adversary. (We presume that the reader is familiar
with competitive analysis of online algorithms, cf. [2].)
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Problem and Model

Linearizability [9] is the correctness condition for concurrent objects. It requires that
operations on the objects appear to take effect atomically at a point of time in their
execution interval. This allows a read operation to return any of values written by
concurrent write operations, which is illustrated by Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Illustrations for concurrent reading/writing and freshness problem
We use “W(x) A” (“R(x) A”) to stand for a write (read) operation of value x to
(from) a shared register by process A. It is correct for C to return either 0 or 1 with
respect to linearizability. However, from freshness point of view we prefer C to return
1, the newer/fresher value of the register. The freshness problem is to find a solution
for read operations to obtain the freshest value from a shared object. Intuitively, if
a read operation lengthens its execution interval by putting some delay between the
invocation and the response, it can obtain a fresher value but it will respond more
slowly from application point of view. Therefore, the freshness problem is to design
read-operations that both respond fast and return fresh values.
The freshness problem is especially interesting in reactive systems, where monitoring sensors continuously and concurrently input data for a processing unit via a
concurrent data object. The unit periodically reads the data from the object and subsequently makes the system react to environment changes accordingly. In order to react
fast, the read-operation used by the unit must both respond fast and return a value as
fresh as possible. If the read-operation responds immediately at time e0 and an environment change occurs at time e0 + , the system must wait for a period T until the
next read in order to observe the change. In this scenario, the system will react faster
if the read-operation delays a bit to return the fresh value at e0 + . The system will
subsequently react according to the change at time e0 +  instead of waiting until time
e0 + T to be able to observe the change, where  << T (Assume that processing time
is negligible.).
The freshness problem is illustrated by Figure 1. In the illustration, a read operation
R0 runs concurrently to three write operations W1 , W2 and W3 on a concurrent shared
object. In this paper, read/write operations imply operations on the same object. The
actual execution interval of a operation i is defined from the time si the operation starts
3

to the time ei it takes effect (i.e. linearization point [9]). A time axis runs from left to
right. The value returned by R0 becomes fresher if there are more end-points ei appear
in the interval [s0 , e0 ]. In the illustration, if R0 delays the time-point e0 to e0 = e0 + d,
the execution interval [s0 , e0 ] will include two more end-points e1 and e2 and thus the
value returned is newer. However, the delay will also make the read-operation respond
more slowly. This implies that R0 needs to find the time delay d so as to maximize
d |)
the freshness value fd = k(|we
h(d) , where |wed | is the number of new write-endpoints
earned by delaying R0 ’s read-endpoint an interval d and k, h are increasing functions
that depend on real applications. The k and h functions should be increasing in order
to model progressive systems. Each application may specify its own functions k and h
according to the relation between the latency and freshness in the application.
Assume that the shared object supports a function for read operations to check
how many write operations (with their timestamp) are ongoing at a time∗ . A writetimestamp wt shows the start-point of the corresponding write operation whereas a
read-timestamp rt shows the end-point of the corresponding read operation. The timestamp objective is to help R0 ignore W4 due to rt0 < wt4 . Note that R0 only needs to
consider write-endpoints of write operations that occur concurrently to R0 in its original execution interval [s0 , e0 ], e.g. R0 will ignore W4 . Therefore, in the freshness
problem, the number of concurrent write operations that have not finished at the original read-endpoint e0 is known and is called M . This number is also the total number
of considered write-endpoints, i.e. |wed | ≤ M .
The most challenging issue in the freshness problem is that the end-points of concurrent write operations appear unpredictably. In order to analyze the problem, we
consider it as an online game between a player and an oblivious adversary where the
malicious adversary decides when to place the write-endpoints ei on-the-fly and the
player (the read operation) decides when she should stop and place her read-endpoint
e0 . The online game starts at the original read-endpoint e0 and the player knows the
total number of write-endpoints M that the adversary will use throughout the game. At
a time t, the player knows how many of M end-points have been used by the adversary
so far, i.e. |wet |, (by comparing M with the number of ongoing write operations that
ran concurrently with the original read operation) and computes the current freshness
t |)
value ft = k(|we
h(t) . For each ft observed, without knowledge of how the value will
vary in the future, the player must decide whether she accepts this value and stops or
waits for a better one. In this online game, the player’s goal is to minimize the competfmax
, where fchosen is the freshness value chosen by the player and
itive ratio c = fchosen
fmax is the best value in this game, which is chosen by the adversary. The duration of
this game D is the upper bound of execution time of the wait-free read/write operations
and is known to the player. This implies that all the M write-endpoints must appear at
a time-point in the interval, i.e. |weD | = M .
In summary, we define the freshness problem as follows. Let M be the number
of ongoing wait-free write operations at the original read-endpoint e0 of a wait-free
read operation and D be the execution-time upper-bound of these wait-free read/write
operations. The read operation needs to find a delay d ≤ D for its new end-point e0
∗ The assumption is practical since this can be done by adding a list of timestamps of ongoing write
operations to the shared object.
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d |)
so as to achieve an optimal freshness value fd = k(|we
h(d) , where |wed | is the number
of write-endpoints earned by the delay d and k, h are increasing functions that reflect
the relation between latency and freshness in real applications. The read-operation is
only allowed to read the object data and check the number of ongoing write-operations.
The write-operation is only allowed to write data to the object. We assume the time
is discrete, where a time unit is the period with which the read operation regularly
checks the number of ongoing write operations on the shared object. The extended
read operation is still wait-free with an execution-time upper-bound 2D.
The rest of this paper presents two competitive online algorithms for the freshness
problem. The first one is an optimal deterministic algorithm with competitive ratio
√
α, where α = h(D)
h(1) . The second one is a nearly-optimal randomized algorithm with
α
competitive ratio 1+lnln2−
. Note that the competitive ratios do not depend on k and
√2
α

M , which are related to the number of end-points.
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Optimal Deterministic Algorithm

Modeling the freshness problem as an online game, we observe that the freshness problem is a variant of online search [5]: In that problem, a player searches for the maximum (minimum) price in a sequence of prices that unfolds daily. For each day i, the
player observes a price pi and must decide whether to accept this price or to wait for a
better one. The game ends when the player accepts a price, which is also the result.
Inspired by an online search algorithm called reservation price policy [5], we suggest a competitive deterministic algorithm for the freshness problem. In addition to
the fact that the player is searching for the best in a sequence of freshness values that
unfolds sequentially in a foreknown range, there are more restrictions on the adversary.
Freshness values ft at time t must fulfill:
ft−1 ∗ h(t − 1)
k(|wet−1 |)
k(M )
k(|wet |)
=
≤ ft =
≤
h(t)
h(t)
h(t)
h(t)

(1)

The restrictions come from the fact that the adversary cannot remove the end-points
she has placed, i.e. |wet−1 | ≤ |wet | ≤ M , where |wet | is the number of end-points that
t |)
have appeared until a time t, and the freshness value at the time t is ft = k(|we
h(t) , where
k, h are increasing functions. The restrictions make the adversary in the freshness
problem weaker than the adversary in the online search problem, and intuitively the
player in the freshness problem should benefit from this. However, we will prove that
this is not the case for deterministic algorithms (cf. Theorem 3.2).
Before presenting the deterministic freshness algorithm, we need to find upper/lower
bounds on freshness values ft . Since 1 ≤ t ≤ D, from Equation (1) it follows
)
ft ≤ k(M
h(1) . On the other hand, since M ongoing write-operations must end at time-

)
points in the interval D, the player is ensured a freshness value fmin = k(M
h(D) by just
waiting until t = D. Therefore, the player considers to stop at a freshness value ft
)
k(M )
k(M )
only if ft ≥ k(M
h(D) . We have h(D) ≤ ft ≤ h(1) .
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Deterministic Algorithm: The read operation accepts the first freshness value that
is not smaller than f ∗ = √ k(M ) .
h(1)h(D)

Indeed, let f ∗ be the threshold for accepting a freshness value and fmax be the
highest value chosen by the adversary. The player (the read operation) waits for a
value ft ≥ f ∗ . If such a value appears in the interval D, the player accepts it and
returns it as the result. Otherwise, when waiting until the time D, the player must
)
accept the value fmin = k(M
h(D) .
Case 1: If the player chooses a big value as f ∗ , the adversary will choose fmax < f ∗ ,
)
causing the player to wait until the time D and accept the value fmin = k(M
h(D) .
The competitive ratio in this case is c1 =

fmax
k(M )
h(D)

<

f∗

k(M )
h(D)

.

Case 2: If the player chooses a small value as f ∗ , the adversary will place f ∗ at a time
t, causing the player to accept the value and stop. Right after that, the adversary
)
k(M )
places all M end-points, achieving a value fmax = k(M
h(t) ≤ h(1) (equality
occurs when the adversary chooses t = 1). The competitive ratio in this case is
c2 =

k(M )
h(1)
f∗

.

The player chooses f ∗ so as to make c1 = c2 , which results in f ∗ = √ k(M )
and
h(1)h(D)

the competitive ratio c = c1 = c2 = h(D)
h(1) . This leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. The suggested deterministic algorithm is competitive with competitive
√
ratio c = α, where α = h(D)
h(1) .
We now prove that no deterministic algorithm can do better.
We use a logarithmic vertical axis for freshness. Let LF denote the logarithm of
)
freshness. More specifically, we normalize the LF axis so that freshness k(M
h(D) corre-

)
h(D)
sponds to point 0 and freshness k(M
h(1) corresponds to point ln h(1) = ln α. One unit
on the LF axis multiplies the freshness by factor e (Euler’s number).
We also introduce some parameters that characterize the status of a game. Let t be
the time, initially t = 1. At any moment, let f be the maximum LF the adversary has
already reached during the history of the game, and g the maximum LF the adversary
can still achieve at a given time. LF value g(t) at time t corresponds to freshness
k(M )/h(t), unless f is already larger, in which case we have g = f . However in the
latter case the game is over, without loss of generality: The adversary cannot gain more
and would therefore decrease the freshness as quickly as possible, in order to make the
player’s position as bad as possible, hence an optimal player would stop now.
The horizontal axis is for the logarithm of h(t). We normalize it so that h(1)
corresponds to point 0 and h(D) corresponds to point ln h(D)
h(1) = ln α). Note that, in
these logarithmic coordinates, g simply decreases at unit speed, starting at point ln α.
Finally, let c denote the current LF. We remark that c can decrease at most at unit speed
but can jump upwards arbitrarily as long as c ≤ g.

Theorem 3.2. The optimal deterministic competitive ratio is asymptotically (subject
√
to lower-order terms) α, where α = h(D)
h(1) .
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Proof. We only need to show an adversary strategy that enforces the claimed competitive ratio. Our logarithmic coordinates make the argument rather simple: The adverln

h(D)

. Then she decreases c at unit speed until the player
sary starts with c = ln2α = h(1)
2
stops. Immediately after this moment, c jumps to g if c > 0 at the stop time (Case 1),
otherwise c keeps on decreasing at unit speed (Case 2). Clearly, we have constantly
g − c = ln2α until the stop time. Let p be the player’s value of LF. In Case (1) we
finally get f = g, hence f − p = g − c = ln2α . In Case (2), f has still its initial
value ln2α whereas p ≤ 0, hence f − p ≥ ln2α . Thus the competitive ratio is at least
√
ln α
e 2 = α.
We have shown that a deterministic player cannot benefit from the constraints on the
behaviour of freshness in time (compared to the unrestricted online search problem).

4

Competitive Randomized Algorithm

Next we present a randomized algorithm for the freshness problem, against the obliviα
, where α = h(D)
ous adversary [2]. It achieves a competitive ratio c = 1+lnln2−
√2
h(1) .
α

As discussed in the previous section, our problem is a restricted case of online
search. We model the problem by a game between an (online) player and an adversary.
The adversary’s profit is the highest freshness ever reached. The player’s profit is the
freshness value at the moment when she stops. Note that for a player running a randomized strategy, the profit is the expected freshness value, with respect to the distribution
of stops resulting from the strategy and input. We shall make use of a known simple
transformation of (randomized) online search to (deterministic) one-way trading [5]:
The player has some budget of money she wants to exchange while the exchange rates
may vary over time. Her goal is to maximize her gain. The transformation is given
as follows: The budget corresponds to probability 1, and exchanging some fraction of
money means to stop the game with exactly that probability. Note that a deterministic
algorithm for online search has to exchange all money at one point in time. For the
freshness problem, it is possible to apply a well-known competitive randomized algorithm EXPO [5]. Applying the EXPO algorithm on the freshness problem achieves a
2−1+1/ ln 2
competitive ratio  2−1+1/
ln 2 − 1 , where  = log2 α. That means for the freshness
ln 2
problem our randomized algorithm is better than the EXPO algorithm by a constant
2
factor 1+ln
ln 2 when α becomes large.
Theorem 4.1. There is a randomized algorithm for the freshness problem with exα
pected competitive ratio 1+lnln2−
against an oblivious adversary, where α = h(D)
√2
h(1) .
α

Proof. We start with some conventions. We imagine that the money, both exchanged
and non-exchanged, is “distributed” on the LF axis. Formally, the allocation of money
on the LF axis at any time is described by two non-negative real density functions
S and T , where S(x) is the density of not yet exchanged money in point x of the
LF axis, T (x) is similarly defined for the money that has been already exchanged.
What functions S and T specifically are, and how they are modified by the opponents’
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actions, will be described below. Let the total amount of money be ln α by convention.
(Recall that scaling factors do not influence the competitive ratio.)
The value of every piece of exchanged money is the freshness value of its position
on the LF axis. Note that the total value of exchanged money defined in this way,
i.e. the integral over the value-by-density product, is the player’s profit in the game.
Moreover, the player can temporarily have some of the money in her pocket.
The idea of the strategy is to guarantee some concentration of exchanged money
immediately below the final f , either some constant minimum density of T or, even
better, a constant amount at one point not too far from f . We want to keep T simple
in order to make the calculations simple. (The well-known δx symbol used below
denotes the distribution with infinite density at a single point x but with integral 1
on any interval that contains x. We also use the same notations f, g, c as earlier.)
Locating much money instantaneously is risky because c may jump upwards, and then
this money has little value compared to the adversary’s. On the other hand, since c
decreases at most with unit speed, the player may completely abstain from exchanging
money as long as c is increasing, and wait until c goes down again. These preliminary
thoughts lead to the following strategy.
In the beginning, let the not-yet-exchanged money be located on the LF axis on
interval [0, ln α] with density 1, that is, we have S = 1 on this interval. Remember that
g decreases at unit speed. The player puts the money above g in her pocket. Whenever
f increases, she also puts the money below the new f in her pocket. Hence we always
have S = 1 on [f, g], and S = 0 outside. The player continuously locates exchanged
money on the LF axis, observing the following rule: If you have money in your pocket
and c is positive and decreasing, and T (c) < 2 at the current c, then set T (c) := 2. If
the game is over (because of f = g) and not all money is exchanged yet, put the rest r
on the current c. Note that the adversary must set the final c nonnegative.
Filling-up density T to 2 is always possible: The player uses the one unit of money
from S that she gets per time unit from the region above the falling g, and the money
from S that she got directly from the current points c when f went upwards.
Obviously, the player produces a density function T that is constantly 2 on certain
intervals and 0 outside, plus some component rδc . We make some crucial observations
regarding the final situation: (1) T has density 2 on interval (c, f ], or we have c = f .
(2) The gaps with T = 0 between the “T = 2 intervals” have total length at most r.
These claims follow easily from the strategy: (1) Either c begins decreasing, starting from the last f , and T is filled up to 2 all the time when c > 0, as we saw above, or
the final c equals the final f . (2) Whenever f went upwards, the player has taken from
S the money corresponding to the increase of f , and later she has transferred it to T
and located it at the same points again. Hence, only on intervals not “visited” again by
c we have T = 0, and the money taken from S on these intervals is still in the player’s
pocket and thus contributes to r.
Using (1),(2) we now analyze the profit the player can guarantee herself. Remember that the value of exchanged money located on the LF axis decreases exponentially.
Let x = f − c (final values). Both r and x depend on the input, i.e., the behavior of
c in time. The total amount of money is fixed, it equals ln α. For any fixed r, x, the
worst case is now that the gaps in T sum up to the maximum length r and are as high
as possible on the LF axis, that is, immediately below point c, because in this case all
8

exchanged money outside [c, f ] has the least possible value. That is, T has only one
gap, namely interval [c − r, c].
Hence, a lower bound on the player’s profit, divided by the value at f , is given by
 


x

min 2
r,x

e−t dt + re−x + 2

0

(r+ln α)/2

e−t dt ,

x+r

where we started
integration (with t = 0) at point f and go down the LF axis. Verify

that, in fact, T dt = ln α. The above expression evaluates to
√
2 + (r − 2 + 2e−r )e−x − 2e−(r+ln α)/2 > 2 + (r − 2 + 2e−r )e−x − 2/ α.
For any fixed x, this is minimized if 2e−r = 1, that is, r = ln 2. Since now√
r−2+
2e−r = ln 2 − 2 + 1 < 0, the worst case is x = 0, which gives 1 + ln 2 − 2/ α. The
adversary earns ln α times the value at f .
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